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INTRODUCTION
As robots become more prevalent in everyday life, companies are implementing new hardware and software systems
that provide improved human-robot interaction, but at the expense of reduced reliability and performance. These service
robots tolerate of some level of uncertainty, as long as they can
complete their tasks satisfactorily. But in the industrial-nuclear
complex, such uncertainty can literally be fatal. Customers
such as the Department of Energy desire 100% accuracy and
repeatability of our nuclear robotic systems to ensure safe task
execution.
Before deploying a robot into a nuclear environment, the
robot should be validated and verified to ensure that it will perform according to its requirements with as high a probability
as possible. To quantify the performance of a robotic system
(which is inherently probabilistic and uncertain because of
sensor inaccuracies), we look to the field of cyberphysical system verification (hereafter referred to as system verification).
By using techniques from pure mathematics and formal logic,
system verification can evaluate a system, and, under certain
assumptions, guarantee the correct execution of a system according to some specification.
In this work we wish to prove the execution correctness of
an unspecified radiochemistry manipulation task that will take
place in a glovebox. By analyzing a purposely generalized
task, we can show that system verification is applicable across
a wide domain, then use the technique to verify solutions to
specific problems. Our system setup includes an environment
that has an inherent state, sensors which produce an observation from the environment, and a robotic system that can take
specific actions, which may lead to a variety of different environment states (due to inherent uncertainty). Together, these
three concepts (state, sensors, and actions) are well represented
by a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP),
especially for scientific applications, including autonomous
robots in hazardous environments [1]. We use POMDP system
verification tools to generate a provably correct strategy for
our robotic system, allowing it to select the correct series of
actions (based only on sensor inputs and internal memory) to
reach the goal state, completing the task.
RELATED WORK
The idea of remotely handling radioactive material is
not new. In the 1940s, locations such as Idaho National Lab
developed cable-driven remote manipulators, allowing a manipulator in a hot cell to "puppet" an operator using a complex
mechanical system [2]. In 1984, cable-driven master-slave
configurations were still the current state of the art, being
deployed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [3].
In more recent years, the Advanced Recovery and Inte-

gration Extraction System (ARIES) system has been deployed
at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) to automate the
process of dismantling nuclear weapons [4]. ARIES employs
several automation tools and robots, including two Fanuc LR
Mate 100i manipulators.
The ARIES system has been successful in carrying out
extremely well-defined tasks and procedures, and its creators
even write "robots will soon be appearing in a glovebox near
you" [5], but open-ended or one-off tasks require more versatile systems that are still robust. Labs such as LANL have
been slow to adopt the idea of robotics in gloveboxes, partially
because of the lack of guarantees on task execution.
UT Austin’s Nuclear and Applied Robotics Group (NRG)
is helping expand glovebox automation capabilities by showing proof-of-concept of various tasks inside gloveboxes. The
lab has demonstrated force control [6], safety architectures
[7], and vision-based detection and classification [8], all in
support of robotic glovebox procedures. This research looks
at the higher-level task planning required for such procedures.
Kaelbling et al. [9] point out that POMDPs are only wellsuited to problems with finite state spaces, making them a
poor tool for visual recognition and pose detection. However,
assuming that 6DOF pose detection and grasping can be completed via traditional means, POMDPs can produce high-level
plans for task completion in a safe, effective manner, even in
the presence of uncertainty.
APPROACH
We first provide an overview of POMDPs and system
strategies. Then, we describe the general radiochemistry task
and details of the system, actions, uncertainties, and environment states. Finally, we present the software-based approach
used to characterize the system and generate a strategy.
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes
A POMDP is defined formally by a tuple of six values,
(S, A, T , R, O, O) [10].
• S is the finite set of states the environment may be in,
and represents the actual state, not the value estimated by
the system.
• A is the finite set of actions that the system may take.
• T is the state transition model, which characterizes how
the system moves from state to state as various actions are
taken by the system, encoding a probability distribution
over the set S × A. For each action a ∈ A, the probability
of transitioning from state s to s0 is encoded as T (s, a, s0 ).
• R : S × A → R is the reward function, which provides
real-valued rewards to the system for taking actions while

the environment is in a specific state. A successful execution strategy will seek to maximize the system’s reward,
either in the short-term or in the long-term.
• O is the finite set of observations. The system has a
way of sensing its environment, and O enumerates the
possible sensor responses. The number of observations
is usually less than the number of environmental states,
which means that multiple different states may produce
the same observations. Since the system must rely only
on its sensors’ observations, and the observations can be
ambiguous, the system has incomplete knowledge of the
environment state during execution. This limited state
awareness is what produces the "partial observability" of
a POMDP.
• O is the observation function, which provides a unique
probability distribution over O for each value of S ×
A. In other words, O represents the multiple different
observations that may be observed for each state/action
pair.
Some authors define a POMDP using an additional reward
function, R, and seek to develop systems that will maximize
the total reward over time [11], [12]. This definition is not
useful for our discussion, because it implies that the system
can succeed to varying degrees. We consider our system to
have only two possible outcomes: success and failure, and so
we do not use the reward function and restrict ourselves to a
standard POMDP definition.
System Modeling
The system to be modeled is that of a robotic manipulator inside an enclosed environment that includes a stationary
visual sensor. The manipulator can pick up objects from an
entrance point and place them at various locations inside the
environment, but other than this, the environment remains stationary. The visual sensor is located in a position where it can
view the entrance point to detect and classify new environment
objects, but cannot detect objects after the manipulator has
moved them. By keeping the system purposely high-level,
the analysis procedure can apply to specific systems easily.
As an example, this representation can model an industrial
manipulator deployed in a glovebox transfer port. NRG has developed a system of this type (Fig. 1), consisting of a Yaskawa
Motoman SIA5 7-DOF serial manipulator, Robotiq 3-finger
gripper, and Asus Xtion Pro RGB/depth camera, all mounted
to a lead-lined glovebox with 4 square meters of work surface.
The robot (with attached gripper) is deployed through
a transfer port using NRG’s custom mounting stand ([13])
for convenience, but it could also be deployed through one
of the smaller glove ports. The Xtion Pro camera mounts to
the outside of the glovebox behind a layer of leaded glass,
providing a view of approximately 60% 1 of the glovebox
work surface (including the second transfer port) while also
protecting the image sensor. As mentioned above, NRG has
1 Adding

more cameras to the system could provide a full view of the
glovebox workspace, but this was unnecessary for our task.

Fig. 1. Above: The transfer port-deployed SIA5 at NRG. This
picture was taken from the approximate position of the depth
camera mounted on the glovebox. Below: the robot performs
a pick and place task.
already performed a number of vision-based manipulation
tasks using this and similar systems (see Figure 1), so this
already validated system is an ideal platform for the concepts
in this paper.
Once the system has been modeled, the next step is to
describe the task. The glovebox work area begins empty, and
items will enter the glovebox through the transfer port. The
operator will add items to the glovebox one at a time, from
a set of three objects: Container Type A, Container Type B,
and Sample. The vision system will automatically detect and
classify the new object, then take the appropriate action, with
the end goal being to place a sample, which is assumed to be
radioactive, inside a container without ever placing the sample
directly on the work surface. The vision system is unable to
discern between Container Type A and Container Type B, and
the sample can be placed into either type of container. After
each object is added to the glovebox, the system can a) request
a different object be put in the transfer port, b) pick/place a
container from the transfer port, or c) pick/place a sample from
the transfer port. Attempting to pick the wrong type of object
from the transfer port will result in a system error.
This task is purposely general to prove the concept of
system verification for many procedures, but the task includes
important parts of a POMDP, as will be seen.
After the task has been defined, the system, environment, and actions map to a POMDP as follows. The set
of states is the combination of all possible glovebox states
(empty, Container A in place, Container B in place, Con-

tainer A & B in place, sample placed in container) with
all possible entry states (Container A in transfer port, Container B in transfer port, sample in transfer port). An
additional state, err, represents an unrecoverable system
fault, or failure. The system’s actions are a direct map
to the three actions listed above: request_new_item,
move_container, or move_sample. The observations are
container_in_transfer, sample_in_transfer, and error (we assume that the system is able to detect when it
reaches an error state). The observation mapping function assumes a perfect sensor, with the exception of the
inability to discern between different types of container.
All states that have a container in the transfer port produce the container_in_transfer observation, and all
states that have a sample in the transfer port produce
sample_in_transfer.
The set of goal states for the environment is the set of all
states where a sample has been moved into the glovebox after
a container has already been moved into the glovebox. The
system halts execution after this state is reached because the
task is complete.
The "solution" to a POMDP is a strategy S : M, S →
M, A, which works similarly to a finite state machine. The
strategy will select an action a ∈ A based on the current
state s ∈ S and some memory value m ∈ M. The memory
value can be thought of as an internal state associated with
the agent implementing the strategy. Using m, a strategy can
make informed decisions about what action to take based on
its past experience. Take the example of a robot in a maze.
After choosing a path from an intersection, the robot updates
its internal memory m to "remember" that it has taken a path.
The next time the robot encounters the same intersection, it
can refer its memory to avoid revisiting the same path. In our
implementation, m is updated after every action, so the system
is able to keep track of its path through the state space in search
of the goal state. The memory value m need not be an explicit
listing of previous actions, it can simply be an integer value
TABLE I. The winning strategy for the glovebox manipulation
task. Based on the current memory state (m src) and observation (obs) in each step, the system will choose a line, take the
corresponding action, and change the internal memory state
to the associated m dest.
line
1
2
3
...
55
56
57
58
59
...
63

m src
1
1
1

obs
o_a
o_b
o_s

action
request_item_change
request_item_change
request_item_change

m dest
2
3
4

12
12
13
13
13

o_a
o_f
o_b
o_s
o_a

request_item_change
place_sample
request_item_change
request_item_change
request_item_change

13
14
11
12
13

14

o_f

place_sample

14

that the strategy understands, and it can be defined differently
for different strategies. Because of this, M is only useful in
the context of a specific strategy, and is not part of the POMDP
definition.
Performing system verification on our POMDP will find a
winning strategy, if one exists. A winning strategy will almost
surely satisfy the requirements. "Almost surely" refers to the
formal probabilistic concept of probability 1, or that there are
a finite number of cases where the strategy will fail to reach
the goal. However, since this finite number of failure cases are
part of an infinite solution space, and all the other (infinite)
solutions result in success, the strategy will always succeed
when implemented in a real-world system.
POMDPs with Parity Objectives Solver (PPS) [14] was
used to generate a winning strategy from our POMDP. PPS
is a Java program that reads POMDPs using a special script
syntax. The program takes as inputs states, observations, and
a transition model which have been explicitly defined in a file,
then finds a finite-memory winning strategy (or informs the
user that such a strategy does not exist).
To use PPS, the strategy’s goal must be defined in terms
of a parity automaton, which is a state transition system where
each state is assigned a nonnegative number. PPS’s winning
strategy ensures that the lowest-numbered state that repeats
infinitely often has an even number. This parity objective is
easier to solve than an arbitrary formal logic formula or other
ways of expressing a goal. To convert our goal states into a
parity objective, we take the manual approach as described
in [10]: we simply assign the set of goal states to have parity
0 (even), and all other states to have parity 1 (odd). The
winning strategy will revisit even-numbered (i.e. goal) states
infinitely many times, ensuring that the system completes the
manipulation task as desired. Once the system reaches an
error state, the only transitions that can occur (no matter what
actions are taken) lead to the same error state, so a path that
visits an error state will stay there forever, and will never
reach a goal state. The winning strategy must revisit an evennumbered (goal) state infinitely many times, so it will be
designed to never get "stuck" in an error state.
RESULTS
PPS generated the results quickly for this 17-state, 51transition system, producing a winning strategy in approximately 0.1 seconds 2 . The software returns a strategy in the
form of a mapping between memory states, observations, and
actions. Each entry in the strategy tells the system which action to take for each possible combination of system memory
and observation. Because the various memory values define
different internal states, the system can take different actions
based on previous parts of the execution. A truncated version
of the strategy is shown below in Table I.
The system begins with internal memory M = 1. In
this state, the system can observe one of three actions: o_a,
o_b, or o_s. These three possibilities map to lines 1, 2, and
3 of Table I. Based on the observation from the sensors, the
system will take an action–in this case, it will always per2 The

machine used to run PPS was a Windows 10 machine with a 4thgeneration Intel i7 and 16GB of RAM

form request_item_change– and then update the internal
memory state to 2, 3, or 4.
Solution Technique
On line 59, the system will repeatedly ask the operator for a different item (action request_item_change until
something besides a Container Type A is observed (o_a). Presumably, this represents a memory state where accepting a
Type A container would cause a system fault. The memoryobservation-action mapping is powerful enough to encode the
logic required, including loops, to complete the task effectively
without ever reaching an error state.
In line 56 of the strategy, the system observes that it has
completed its task (the observation is o_f, so it goes to state
14 (line 63), which loops infinitely. The run is complete. In
this strategy file, every run will eventually lead to o_f, and
will never get stuck in a fault state.
In general, the winning strategy is intuitive. It continues to
ask the operator for a new item until it detects a container, then
moves the container into the glovebox. If containers continue
to be inserted, it will handle them appropriately (rejecting
or moving) until a sample is inserted, at which time it will
put the sample into one of the previously-loaded containers.

This straightforward strategy becomes quite complex using the
memory-observation-action syntax, as shown by the amount of
reasoning required when reading the strategy line by line. PPS
generates a graph of states, observations and actions, but this
graph has 29 internal memory states, and so is too complex to
be helpful. A simplified version is shown in Figure 2.
As complex as this strategy becomes using the memoryaction form, it could most likely have been coded by hand
using basic loops and logic, because of the simplicity of the
problem. However, even for this simple system, a hard-coded
solution would have no guarantee of proper execution, and
it could get "stuck" or exhibit unexpected behavior. More
complex tasks will only exacerbate the problem, emphasizing
the need for automatic strategy generation.
It is important to note that the POMDP-generated model
provides a viable alternative to either finite state machines
or goal-oriented action programming (GOAP) [15], both of
which have been used by NRG in the past. The method in
this paper has the advantage of being machine-generated and
provably correct, so it does not have any unexpected states
that could trip up the system because of inadequate planning.
However, this blessing is also a curse, in that it is very difficult
for a human to reason out the system’s behavior by looking
at the strategy. In addition, system verification is only valid
if the original assumptions on system behavior hold. If, for
example, an action’s possible outcomes change because of
unexpected changes to the environment, the system may not
perform perfectly. Although the system and environment may
arrive at the goal state, there are no guarantees.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 2. A simplified representation of the winning strategy.
Actions and memory states are not shown in this graph. Each
node represents an environment state; for example, "a" means
that a Type A Container has been placed into the environment.
Arrows represent transitions caused by each object that could
be placed in the transfer port. The goal is to place the sample
("s") after placing one or both containers, which results in an
observation of o_f, or "task finished."

Applying cyberphysical system verification to a robot
manipulation problem presents unique challenges, but also
unique results. POMDP solvers allow the development of a
provably-correct almost-sure winning strategy to satisfy a parity objective. By converting a definition of a basic glovebox
manipulation task to a POMDP/parity objective pair, software
can provide strong guarantees of the completion of the task.
The strategy is robust to incomplete sensor information and
partially unknown state transition models, providing the correct system action to take for each possible sensor observation.
By generating strategies automatically for manipulation tasks,
we achieve greater robustness, safety, and confidence in our
manipulation system’s performance.
The next step for this research is to implement the strategy
on a physical hardware system, such as the port-deployed
manipulator at NRG.
Simple automated tools would speed up development of
future POMDPs and associated strategies. As mentioned, the
syntax used to define POMDPs requires explicit definition of
all states, observations, and transition probabilities. For large
POMDPs, the definition file grows exponentially in size. A
script to automatically generate definition files for large processes would greatly ease the development of new strategies.
Once a script has been developed, additional proof of concept for POMDP-based verification would include generating
strategies for a number of common glovebox tasks, such as
sampling, counting, sorting, or packing. Finally, the generated

strategies could be integrated into hardware platforms at NRG
or elsewhere.
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